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Abstract
We consider the space-time behavior of scattering solutions to the Schrodinger equation

idtu=Hu

on

(x,t}<=RnxR

where H denotes a self -adjoint operator in the Hilbert space M : = L-(Rn). We prove the
fact that every scattering solution which has the estimate

for some a, fi^R with a + fi>n/2 vanishes identically.
Furthermore, we show, every non-trivial scattering solution has the estimate
lim inf R'1^ ^ \ (e~itH^ (x) \zdxdt>Q ,
#-»+oo
jr]i
where
and

§ 0. Introduction and Main Results
In this article we consider the space-time behavior of scattering soultions
to the Schrodinger equation

idtu=Hu

on (x,t)sERnxR

(n^l),

where H is a self -adjoint operator in the Hilbert space M=L2(Rn}.

A scatter-
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ing solution means a solution of the form e~itH(j) with ^^Mconl — Mcont(H} (the
continuous spectral subspace of H\
In the special case where H takes the form
(0.1)

H=HQ+V,

where H0 is the self-adjoint realization of —A in SC and
(l+\x\2y/zV^L°°(Rn)

(0.2)

with

s>l,

the following theorem is well-known (see [8], [9] and [12]):
// e~UH<j) lias the estimate, for some s>0 and for every compact set Kc:RK,
\\e-UH$\\L2,K^CK>£e-sts

(0.3)

f^O,

then (j> vanishes identically, i.e., $=Q in L2(Rn}0
The purpose of this paper is to provide new criteria for scattering solution
to vanish identically.
Our first result is:
Theorem 1. Suppose that a self-adjoint
ing hypotheses (HO) and (Hl)+:

operator H in M satisfies the follow-

(HO)
H has no singular spectrum,
(HI).,. The wave operator

exists and is complete.
Let $^Mcont.

If e~ltH(j) has the estimate

(0.4)

l(0-"*0)(*

for any t^l and almost all x<^Rn, where a, fi^R with a+fi>n/2 and C>0,
then $ vanishes identically.
Note that (0.1) with (0.2) imply (HO) and (Hl)+ (see, e.g., [5], [14] and [16]).
Furthermore, our hypotheses are satisfied even when V has some singularities
(see [1] and [14]).
We also remark that if, for simplicity, ^eCJGR 71 ), then
(0.5)

\(
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holds for any a, fi^R with a+fi=n/2 and /3^0 (see [4]- [7], [17] and [18];
see also [3] and [16]). It is clear that H0 satisfies our assumptions and that
Therefore, the theorem above clarifies the reason why (0.5) is optimal
(0.5) is one of the essential estimates in the scattering theory, especially in the
proof of the existence of wave operators by the Cook-Kuroda method. (Concerning this method, see also [15].)
We shall prove Theorem 1 in §2. The proof uses i sine-dependent method
and some simple calculus. This method is based on the lower-bound estimates
developed by the author in [13].
Our second result gives lower bounds of decay order in space-time of scattering solutions to the Schrodinger equations :
Theorem 2. Suppose that a self-adjoint operator H :;? M satisfies
iHl)+. Then for any <?>^£Ccont\{Q}, e~itH<j) has the estimazc

(0.6)

(HO) and

limmf^
, \(e-itH<f>)(x)\2dxdt>® ,
R-+OO
jr^

where r%={(x, t)<=RnxR; R<(\t\2+\x\zY/z<2R,
In § 3, we shall prove Theorem 2 by using a theorem of Rellich type due
to Hormander [2] and Murata [10]-[11].
A geometrical observation of the characteristic variety
=0 in

will explain the reason why a-\-fi = n/2 in (0.5) is critical and why appears the
order O(R~1) in (0.6).
§ 1. Preliminaries
We recall two theorems in [13] :
Theorem A. Suppose that (HO) and (Hl)+ hold.
$^^cont> Assume that there exists tQ>Q such that
'1.1)

e~ltH(j)^Lllc(Rn)

Let 2^p^ + °o and let

for all t>tQ.

Then, we have $—0 if e~itH(j) satisfies the following condition:
(A) For each k'>k>Q,
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Theorem B. Suppose that (HO) and (Hl)+ hold. Let l^p<2 and let
Assume that there exists £ 0 >0 such that
e-itH^^L^oc(Rn)

(1.3)

for all t>tQ.

Then, we have <j)=§ if e~itH<j) satisfies either of the following condition (B1)-(B2) :
(Bl)

For each k'>k>Q,

(1.4)
and

(1.5)
(B2)

£-»+oo

For each k'>k>Q,

(1.6)

sup f"
£>J 0

and

(1.7)

limin
§2. Proof of Theorem 1

Let a&R.
estimate

It suffices to prove the theorem assuming that e~itH$ has the

\(e-itH&W\^Ct-a-(l+\x\)a-n/*

(2.1)

(for any t^l

and a.e. x

for some C, e>0.
We shall prove the theorem in the following cases :
1) a<n/2.
2) a=n/2.
3) a>n/2.
1) The case a<n/2.
Set p= 2(n+e)/(n— 2a). We remark that
(2.2)

£=2+2(2a+£)/(n-2a)>2

and that
(2.3)

-n-/>(a-n/2)=6>0.

Take k'>k>Q arbitrary.

O

kt<\x\<k't

\vhere a)n=2xnl2

We have
\I/P
/r
| (e-"H^) U) | Prfx ) < Ct-a-£(
/

\Jkt<ixl<k't

( \ x \ a-n
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Noting that
-a-e/p=n/p-n/2,
we obtain
lim inf t^-n^\\e-itH<f>\\Lp«kt<lxl<k,t]^Q.

(2.5)

£-» + 00

From Theorem A, we conclude that 0=0=
2) The case a=n/2.
In this case, we have
\\e-itH<f>\\L°°<Rn><Crn/2-E

(2.6)

for all f^l .

Thus, (2.6) implies that the condition (A) in Theorem A holds. Consequently,
we have $=Q.
3) The case a>n/2.
From (2.1), we see
e-itH^L^oc(Rn}

(2.7)

Take k'>k>Q arbitrary.

for all f ^ l .

It follows from (2.1) that

\\e-itH^\\L^(kt<ix,<k'^<Ct-a-e(l + ^tr-n/z

(2.8)

for all

tel.

On the other hand, we find
ll«-" ir #||Lici*i<.»,<*'«)^Cai B fe / »" +fl ^— /(n/2+a)

(2.9)

for all

t^l.

Hence, e~UH^ satisfies both (Bl) and (B2). In view of Theorem B, we obtain
0=0.
This completes the proof.
Remark 1. For the case of t<0, we have an analogous theorem as follows:
Theorem.
(Hl)_

Suppose that a self-adjoint operator H in M satisfies (HO) and (Hl)_ :

The wave operator

exists and is complete.
Let 0e Mconf

If e~itH(f> has the estimate

for any | f | ^ l and almost all x^R71 where a, ft^R with a+fi>n/2 and C>0,
then 0 vanishes identically.
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§ 3. Lower Bounds of Decay Order in Space- Time for Scattering Solutions
to the Schrodinger Equations (Proof of Theorem 2)
We consider a partial differential operator P(—id) in Rm (m^l) with constant coefficients.
Hormander [2] and Murata [10] -[11] proved :
Assume that V(P):={^Rm; P(g)=Q} is non-empty and of codimension k,
Let F be an open cone in Rm such that for every real analytic manifold MdV(P)
and for every xQ^Mf F contains some normal of M at x°. If u^^f(Rm)r\
L\oc(Rm} satisfies
P(-id)u=Q

and
(3.1)

liminf/?-*f
\u(x)\*dx=Q,
R-*+oo
J^R

where FR={x^F; R<\x\<2R}, then u=Q.
Note that
(3.2)

P(f 0 , f lf -,£„):=&>+ S3,
j=i
with m=n+l, k—l and
F:={x^Rn+1; x0>0]

(Co, -, £»)e«» +1 ,

or {x€=Rn+1; xQ<0}

satisfies the assumption of the theorem above. Therefore, if $^Lz(Rn) satisfies
(3.3)

l js-»+oo
i m i n f ^ f jr

R

itH

+\(e-

*frW\*dxdt=Q,

then ^=0.
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let 0e^ c07lt \{0}. From the assumptions, we have
that 0e Range (W+), W^fi^Q and that
lim \\e-itH$-e-itH°Wty\\=Q,

(3.4)

£-*+oo

where W% denotes the adjoint of W+. Noting that
sup \\e-itH$-~e-itH«W$(f>\\2<
i£/2

we easily obtain

S

2R
0

\\
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The preceding observation implies
liminf J?- 1 ^
,\(e-ltH°W±$)W\zdxdt>0.
R-+OO
jrR

(3.6)

From the following elementary relation in a normed space E:

it follows that
(3.7)

^~ 1 L + i (e~ltH&W I zdxdt

ltH
ltHQ
W+<f>)(x) \ 2dxdt.
+ \ (e~ <f> — e~
Jr R
The second term of the right side of (3.7) is estimated as follows:
h

?

(3.8)

| (e~ltH°W*(f>)(x) |zdxdt—R~l\

-R

S

ZZR

\\e-ltH$-e-

Combining (3.5)-(3.8), we conclude that
(3.9)

liminf/e- 1
\(e-ltH$)(x)\*dxdt>0.
R->+OO
JFR +

This completes the proof.
Remark 2. If we assume (HO) and (Hl)_, we have an analogous result for
the case of FR.
Remark 3. The proof of Theorem 2 can be applied to the case of nonlinear Schrodinger equation with a single power interaction:
1

u,

(NLS)
u(x, 0)=0U),

on (

x^Rn,

where l+2/n<p<a(n] with a(n) := + oo (n = l, 2) and a(n) :=(n+2)/(n— 2)
(w^3). We easily obtain:
For any <p^M\{Q} with 70, x$^M, the unique mild solution u of (NLS) has
the estimate
limmf R~l\ ±\u(x, t]
See also [13] for lower bounds of Lp-decay in time for solutions to (NLS).
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